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The description of the three-nucleon system in terms of nucleon and A degrees of freedom is
extended to allow for explicit pion production (absorption) from single dynamic A deexcitation (ex-
citation) processes. This mechanism yields an energy dependent efFective three-body Hamiltonian.
The Faddeev equations for the trinucleon bound state are solved with a force model that has already
been tested in the two-nucleon system above pion-production threshold. The binding energy and
other bound-state properties are calculated. The contribution to the effective three-nucleon force
arising from the pionic degrees of freedom is evaluated. The validity of previous coupled-channel
calculations with explicit but stable 4 isobar components in the wave function is studied.
PACS number(s): 21.30.+y, 21.10.Dr, 21.45.+v, 27.10.+h
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-nucleon and three-nucleon forces are eBective in-
teractions [1]. A truly microscopic description of the nu-
cleus in terms of quantum chromodynamics with quark
and gluon degrees of freedom would avoid the notion of
two-nucleon and three-nucleon forces altogether. If one
views the nucleus in the more traditional hadronic pic-
ture as a system of nucleons, isobars, their corresponding
antiparticles and mesons, one encounters interactions in
form of baryon-meson vertices, but again no two-nucleon
and three-nucleon forces. Two-nucleon and three-nucleon
forces arise when subnucleonic degrees of freedom are
&ozen. They are therefore artifacts of theoreticians who
choose to work in a Hilbert space with a restricted num-
ber of degrees of &eedom.
At intermediate energies the pion and 4 isobar degrees
of freedom become active in nuclear reactions. Any ef-
6cient description of nuclear phenomena at intermediate
energies has to treat the pion and L isobar degrees of free-
dom explicitly besides the nucleon one. A Hilbert space
doing so is illustrated in I'ig. 1. It contains —besides
the purely nucleonic sector &~—a sector Q~ in which
one nucleon is replaced by a A isobar and a sector R
in which one pion is added to the nucleons. That ex-
tended, though still rather restricted Hilbert space is mo-
'Present address.
tivated in Ref. [2]. A force model acting in that Hilbert
space is developed in Refs. [2,3]. Its Hamiltonian is dia-
grammatically defined in Fig. 2. It is not covariant. Its
unlinked one-baryon processes (e) and (f) can fully ac-
count for pion-nucleon scattering up to 300 MeV pion lab
energy. Those processes are to be parametrized consis-
tently with data. The 4 isobar of the force model is a
bare parti. cle which only by its coupling to pion-nucleon
states describes the physical P33 resonance. The force
model builds up the mechanism for pion production or
pion absorption as a two-step process, i.e. , by the ex-
citation of a nucleon to or by the deexcitation of a 4
FIG. 1. Hilbert space for a many-nucleon system. Besides
the purely nucleonic sector A~ there is the sector R,~ in which
one nucleon is turned into a A isobar and the sector 'R in
which a single pion is added.
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FIG. 2. Building blocks of the force model with A isobar
and pion degrees of freedom. The Hermitian adjoint pieces
corresponding to processes (b) and (e) are not shown. The D
isobar is a bare particle; process (e) yields the physical P33
pion-nucleon resonance by iteration; process (f) stands for
the nonresonant pion-nucleon interactions; in general, it could
also have contributions in P33 none of those possible P33
background contributions is indicated in the following Figs. 3
and 4. The extended force model acts in isospin-triplet partial
waves only. In isospin-singlet partial waves the force model is
purely nucleonic and reduces to process (a).
isobar through the instantaneous transition potential (b)
and by the subsequent decay of that A isobar into or by
its formation &om pion-nucleon states through the pion-
nucleon-A vertex (e).
The force model is tested in the two-nucleon system
above pion threshold, e.g. , in Refs. [4,5] for all reactions
with at most one pion, coupled by unitarity. It is not
tuned yet and therefore fails to account for many observ-
ables as any nucleon-nucleon potential would without a
proper fit. However the force model is constructed to ac-
count for nucleon-nucleon scattering below pion thresh-
old with satisfactory quality. A comparison with other
force models of similar structure is given in Ref. [6].
The force model of Fig. 2 is not only meant to account
for the two-nucleon system below and above pion thresh-
old. . In heavier nuclei it can also provide a microscopic ba-
sis for describing reactions at intermediate energies, and
the force model has been employed that way [7]. When
applied to nuclear structure problems, the force model
yields corrections [8] for the picture of the nucleus as a
system of nucleons only interacting through two-nucleon
forces with each other and through single-nucleon cur-
rents with external probes. For example, when applied
to the trinucleon bound state, it yields corrections to the
effective three-nucleon force and to the effective two- and
three-nucleon currents [9,10]. Characteristic examples
for contributions to the three-nucleon force are illustrated
in Fig. 3. It has been argued [11,12] and shown [13] that
the contributions arising from the L isobar and the pion
FIG. 3. Examples for contributions to the effective
three-nucleon force arising in a three-nucleon system from the
force model of Fig. 2. The contributions are irreducible in the
purely nucleonic Hilbert sector A~. Selected contributions up
to fourth order in two-particle potentials are shown. With re-
spect to the pion-nucleon interaction, possible P33 background
contributions are not considered in this figure.
degrees of freedom are most important in a full and re-
alistic three-nucleon force. Subject of this paper is the
relation between the three-nucleon force and the force
model of Fig. 2 with 4 isobar and pion degrees of free-
dom. Preliminary discussions of that theme have been
given in Refs. [14,15].
Section II recalls the precise definition of the force
model of Fig. 2. It applies the force model to the trinu-
cleon bound state. The resulting set of equations is very
close to those of a coupled-channel treatment [9,10] for
nuclear bound states, in which the A isobar is consid-
ered a stable particle with fixed mass. Section III de-
scribes the actual calculations carried out in this paper
for the full force model and for approximated variants of
it. The calculations are meant to explore the validity of
the corresponding coupled-channel description of nuclear
bound states. Section IV presents the obtained results.
Section V discusses conclusions.
II. APPLICATION QF THE FORCE MODEL
WITH A ISOBAR AND PION DEGREES QF
FREEDOM TQ THE TRINUCLEON BOUND
STATE
The Hamiltonian H of the force model acts in the three
sectors of Hilbert space and couples them. The projec-
tors on the two baryonic sectors Q~ and 'R~ are de-
noted by P~ and P~, respectively, with the abbreviation
P = P~ + P~, the projector on the sector '8 with a
pion by Q. Thus, P~ + P~ + Q = 1. The kinetic part
Ho of the Hamiltonian defines the Hilbert sectors and
commutes with the projectors. It consists of the indi-
vidual baryonic contributions ho(i), i being the baryon
label; in the Hilbert sector 'R it has the additional pion
contribution hp(7r). It includes rest masses. The mass
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m& of the bare 4 isobar used in the definitions of the
Hilbert sector 'R~ and of the force model is unobserv-
able. The single-particle momentum of a nucleon, a 4
isobar and a pion is k~, k~, and k, respectively. The
kinetic energies of the nucleon and of the 4 isobar are
taken to be nonrelativistic, i.e. , sN (k~) = mal+kg /2m'
and s~(k~) = mp& + k&2/2mp&, the kinetic energy of the
pion to be relativistic, i.e. , w (k ) = gm2 + k2. The
interaction part Hq of the Hamiltonian is built from
instantaneous unretarded potentials. It connects the
pionic sector only to the one with a A isobar, thus,
P~Hiq = QHiPgg = 0. The interaction part of the
Hamiltonian takes the form
'
~
Hi = (Piv + P~)Hi (P~ + P~)
+P~Hiq + QHiPr, + QHiQ. (2.1) (c)
The Schrodinger equation for the trinucleon bound-
state energy E~ and for the wave function ~ilJ~)
[H. +Hll+ ) =E I+~) (2.2)
is projected onto the baryonic and pionic sectors of
Hilbert space, i.e. , (e) (g3
[P(Hp + &Hp(Ea))P + P(Hi + ~Hi(Ea))P]P~@B)
(2.3a)
q~e/) = qHip p~egg),B (2.3b)
(~~IPI+~)+(+~lql+~) =1 (2.3c)
PbHp(z)P = PHiQ QHiP
disconnected
(2.4a)
PbHi (z)P = PHi Q QHi P—
connected
(2.4b)
The disconnected part bHp(z) is of one-baryon nature,
the connected part bHi(z) contains two-baryon and pos-
Sibly three-baryon pieces according to Fig. 4. Both
parts are only de6ned in the baryonic sectors of Hilbert
space and are —in the considered force model —nonzero
only in the one with a A isobar, i.e. , PbHp(z)P~
P~bHp(z)P = PbHi(z)P~ = P~SHi(z)P = 0. They
show an energy dependence, though the original Hamil-
tonian acts instantaneously without time delay. That en-
ergy dependence arises &om projecting the pionic com-
ponent out &om the wave function. However, by that
The triton binding energy E~ without rest masses, i.e. ,
ET = EIs —3miv, and the baryonic components (P~ +
Pa) ~'ll~) of the trinucleon wave function follow from solv-
ing the projected equation (2.3a). The pionic compo-
nent Q~4'~) of the wave function is obtained &om its A
component P~~4'~) according to Eq. (2.3b) by quadra-
ture. The projected equation (2.3a) contains the energy-
dependent parts 8Hp(E~) and 8Hi(E~), i.e. ,
FIG. 4. Energy-dependent contributions to the e8'ective
Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.3a) arising from projecting out the pi-
onic component from the trinucleon wave function. All en-
ergy-dependent contributions act in the baryonic Hilbert sec-
tor 'R& with a 4 isobar. In the top row the only contribution
of one-baryon nature PbHp(z)P is shown. Row two (three)
gives characteristic examples of two- (three-) baryon nature
in PbHi(z)P. With respect to the pion-nucleon interaction,
possible P33 background contributions are not considered in
this figure. The contributions (c)—(g) disappear, once inter-
actions in the Hilbert sector 'R are not taken into account,
i.e. , qH, Q = O.
energy dependence the pionic component preserves its
active presence. Thus, the energy dependence in hHp(z)
and hHi(z) is necessary and it is well regulated, always
prescribed without any arbitrariness in all applications.
This paper only deals with the trinucleon bound state;
but clearly the same set of Eqs. (2.3) hold for scattering
problems: Due to the energy dependence of the efFective
baryonic Hamiltonian P(Hp + SHp(z) + Hi + bHi(z)]P
the wave function components of bound and scattering
states, projected onto the baryonic sectors, are not or-
thogonal, though they belong to states of difFerent three-
nucleon energy. However, the formalism naturally re-
stores the orthogonality for the full states which include
their pionic components. In the same way only the full
bound-state wave function is to be normalized according
to Eq. (2.3c). The controlled energy dependence of the
efFective baryonic Hamiltonian is in contrast to a phe-
nomenologically chosen energy depend. ence of the two-
nucleon potential as used once in a while [16]; in the
latter case there are no rules which acct the change in
the energy dependence to be adopted for diferent appli-
cations.
Despite the energy dependence of the effective Hamil-
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Go(z) =-
z —P[Hp + bHp(z)]P
for the effective resolvent and
(2.5)
P[H + bH (z)]P = ) v, (z) + ) W;{z) (2.6)
for the effective baryonic interaction with v;(z) denot-
ing the two-baryon interaction between the pair {jk),(ijk) cyclic, and with W;(z) denoting the three-baryon
interaction, particle i being the 4 isobar in the force
before interaction. The effective two-baryon interaction
v;(z) has instantaneous contributions arising from Hq in
and between both baryonic sectors and energy-dependent
contributions arising from bHq(z) in the Hilbert sector
'R~ with a L isobar. The effective three-baryon interac-
tion W, (z) of the discussed force model only has energy-
dependent contributions arising from bHq(z) and con-
sequently it is nonzero only in the baryonic sector 'R~.
Process (e) of Fig. 4 depends on the coordinates of all
three baryons, all three of them interact, it therefore
yields a true three-baryon force W;(z). However, it is
a singular one through the b function for the A isobar
momentum; in fact, it is unlinked, though it is derived
from Eq. (2.4b) and labeled there otherwise. Thus, it
has the mathematical structure of a two-body interac-
tion v, (z) in a three-particle Hilbert space. Appendix
A derives the mathematical structure of that particular
contribution and shows how it is to be combined with the
two-baryon interactions in the calculational treatment.
Using the two-baryon interaction v;(z) for defining the
transition matrix
&'( ) = '( ) 1 + Go ( ) &'( ) (2.7)
in the three-baryon space and introducing baryonic Fad-
deev amplitudes Pl@;), i.e. ,
PI&') = Go (&~) [v.(E~) + W'(&~-)] Pl~~) (2 8)
the effective Schrodinger equation (2.3a) gets equivalent
to the set of Faddeev equations
tonian P[Hp + bHp(z) + Hq + bHq(z)]P the projected
baryonic equation (2.3a) can be decomposed into a set of
equations for Faddeev amplitudes in the standard way.
We introduce the notation
PI&*) = Go (&J3)(&'(F~)[P'~~ + P'»]
+[1+&'(E~)Go (&~)]W'(E~)
x[1+P,,„+P,„,l)Ply, )
Pl&~) = ~[1+P", + P.»]P14'&
(2.9a)
(2.9b)
III. CALCULATIONAL APPARATUS
Calculations of the trinucleon bound state are carried
out for the force model of Fig. 2 and for variants of it.
It has been tested in the two-nucleon system above pion
threshold by Refs. [4,5]. The force model is used there
and for this paper in the approximation QHqQ = 0,
which neglects all interactions in the pionic sector R
of the Hilbert space.
Since QHzQ = 0, all energy-dependent three-baryon
contributions to the effective baryonic interaction (2.6)
disappear and the Faddeev equations (2.9a) simplify to
those with two-baryon forces only, i.e. ,
Pl/, ) = &o (@B)&;(Ea)[P',k + P*k~]PI&*) (3')
The only energy-dependent contributions to the effective
baryonic Hamiltonian (2.3a) which survive are the pro-
cesses (a) and (b) of Fig. 4. Both are determined by
the pion-nucleon-A vertex QHqP~ which is calibrated
through pion-nucleon scattering in the P~3 partial wave.
The single-baryon nature of the vertex is made explicit
by the notation QHqP~ = g,. Qhq(i)P~, i being the la-
bel of the baryon which is transformed from a 4 isobar
to a pion-nucleon state. Process (a) yields the 4 isobar
self-energy correction P~bHo(z)P~ in the three-baryon
resolvent, i.e. ,
The particular form (2.9a) of Faddeev equations is in-
traduced in Ref. [17] for the case in which explicit and
irreducible three-body forces are present. The Faddeev
equations (2.9a) greatly simplify, once three-body forces
are absent. In Eqs. (2.9) Pv. g and P,
~~
are c.yclic and an-
ticyclic permutation operators of three particles (ijk). In
Eq. (2.9b) N is a normalization constant which only the
normalization condition (2.3c) for the full wave function
determines.
[z —Qho(j)Q —Qho(k)Q] —Qho(i)Q —Qho(vr) Q (3.2a)
process (b) the retarded one-pion exchange Pr, bHq(z)P~
in the effective two-baryon interaction, i.e. ,
[z —Qho (i)Q] —Qho (j)Q —Qho (k) Q —Qho (vr) Q (3.2b)
In the single-baryon part P~bHp(z)P~ the operator
[z —Qhp(j)Q —Qhp(k)Q] of the three-baryon resolvent
reflects the fact that at the available energy z the non-
interacting nucleons j and k are present and propa-
gate besides the L isobar i; that operator becomes a
c-number parameter in a three-baryon momentum-space
basis. In the two-baryon part P~bHq(z)P~ the opera-
tor [z —Qhp(i)Q) of the resolvent reflects the fact that
at the available energy z the noninteracting nucleon i is
present and propagates beside the interacting nucleon-A
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pair (jk); that operator becomes a c-number parame-
ter in a three-baryon momentum-space basis. Both re-
tarded contributions P~bHo(z)P~ and P~bHi(z)P~ are
defined in Eqs. (3.2) for the three-baryon system. How-
ever, they notice the presence and absence of noninteract-
ing particles through their energy dependence, they are
therefore diferent, e.g. , in one-baryon and two-baryon
systems. The structure of both parts P~bHp(z)P~ and
P~bHi (z)P~ and their use in the trinucleon bound-state
calculation are now discussed.
A. Three-baryon basis states
The three-baryon basis states lpiqivi) required for the
calculation in the Hilbert sectors 'HN and 'R~ are diagra-
matically defined in Fig. 5, (piqi) are the magnitudes of
the Jacobi momenta and v abbreviates all discrete quan-
tum numbers. The calculation is done in the trinucleon
c.m. system, thus, the total momentum k is zero. In
the purely nucleonic Hilbert sector 'RN the definition of
the Jacobi momenta is standard. In the Hilbert sector
Q~ the Jacobi momenta are nonrelativistically defined
with the mass mN for nucleons and m& for the 6 isobar.
The momenta (piqi) are denoted by (p~q~) when the A
isobar is the spectator particle 1, i.e. ,
mNkN2 —mNkN3 (3.3a)
2mN
m~(kiv2 + kNs) —2m~k~
)
mg + 2mN
k = kg + kN2+ kNg —0 ) (3.3c)
Hplp&qr. vr ) i
2 2 2
2miv + + + m~ + o Ip~q&v&) iP~ Q& 0
mN 4mN 2m+
(3.4)
FIG. 6. Effective three-baryon resolvent (2.5). Its form in
the Hilbert sector 'R& is diagrammatically shown on the left
side and its form in the Hilbert sector 'R~ on the right side.
with k~, kN2, and kN3 being single-particle momenta of
the baryons. The momenta (piqi) are denoted by (pivqN )
when a nucleon is the spectator particle 1, i.e. ,
m~kN2 —mNk~
PN = 0 )mN + m~
mdiv(kivz + kg) —(mdiv + m&)k~i
02mN + m~
k = kNg + kN2+ k~ —0,
(3.5a)
(3.5b)
(3.5c)
oHolpivq~viv), = mdiv+ m~+ 2 i mdiv + m~)
2
~N
2(mN + mg)
2
+m~+ Ipmqivvnr)i (3.6).2mN
The basis states are antisymmetrized with respect to par-
ticles 2 and 3. In the latter case Ip~q~v~) i the 6 isobar
is taken to be particle 3 before antisymmetrization. The
basis states Ip~q~v~)i and Ipivq~v~)i are orthogonal to
each other; they are difFerent states in the complete set
of states describing two nucleons and one 4 isobar.
p, (
FIG. 5. Three-body Jacobi coordinates. The magnitude of
the corresponding momenta are pz and q&. In the momen-
tum-space basis states Ipiqi vi)i the antisymmetrized state of
the pair (2,3) and the spectator state are coupled with respect
to their angular momenta I and j and isospin T and t~, i.e.,
Ipiqr[(LS)I(lsi)j]ZQ~(Tti)7 7 ~)i. The quantum numbers
L (l) and S (si) refer to the orbital angular momentum and
spin of the pair (spectator), Q (Q ) and 7 (7 ) are total an-
gular momentum (projection) and total isospin (projection)
of the three-body bound. state.
FIG. 7. Characteristic contribution to the pion-nucleon
transition matrix in the P3q partial wave. The force model
of Fig. 2 does not have any additional background potential
QHi Q in that partial wave. An effective propagation of the 4
isobar can be read o8' from the transition matrix and reoccurs
—together with the propagation of two additional nucleons-
in the efFective three-baryon resolvent (2.5) of Fig. 6.
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B. The lh, -isobar self-energy correction P~b'Hp(z)P~ and the effective three-baryon resolvent
The effective three-baryon resolvent (2.5) is illustrated in Fig. 6. It is trivial in the Hilbert sector 'R~, but receives
the pionic correction P~hHp(z)P~ in the sector 'R~ with one 6 isobar. That pionic correction is also seen in Pss
pion-nucleon scattering as illustrated in Fig. 7, and it is calibrated there.
The pion-nucleon transition matrix in the P33 partial wave is
t(z~, k~) = Qh) (i)P~
p k+z~ —m~ — p —P~hg(i)Q . Qhg(i)P~
P~hg(i)Q, (3.7a)
1
t(z k )=lf)
z~ —M~ (z~, k~) — ~, + 2 1~(z~, k~)
(3.7b)
with Qhq(i)P~ =
~
f), P~h) (i)Q = (f ~. Pion-nucleon relative and c.m. momenta, i.e. , m and k~, are introduced by
~.(k„)k~ —m~k.
m~+~ (k )
k~ —k~+ k
(3.8a)
(3.8b)
Since the pion is treated relativistically and the nucleon nonrelativistically, the reduction of operators from a many
baryon to a single baryon form and, conversely, the embedding of a single-baryon operator in many-baryon systems
can often be done only approximately. We use the approximation
Qhp(i)Q+ Qhp(vr)Q = mN + + Qm2 + k22m+
7r2 k~2
= m~+ + gm2 + 7r2+
2mN 2(m~ + gm2 + 7r2)
k2
= Qh, , (i)Q+ 2(m~ + Qm2 + vr2) (3.8c)
which avoids angles between the three-momenta m and k~ in the kinetic energy operator; it is employed in the step
f'rom Eq. (3.7a) to Eq. (3.7b), and it is believed to be quite accurate. The kinetic energy operator of relative pion-
nucleon motion Qhp, (i)Q is introduced. Thus, the effective mass M~(z~, k~) and the effective width 1 ~(z~, k~) of
the 6 isobar with momentum k~ yield that pionic correction P~bHp(z)P~, once the propagation of two additional
nucleons in P&hHp(z)P& is taken into account according to Eq. (3.2a). In a three-baryon system with single 6 isobar
excitation
Pa[Hp + sHo(z))Pg ~p~q~u~)~ = 2mrv + + + Mz z —2m&v — —,qz)m~ 4m~ mN 4mN
g~+ p I z 2m'' —4 ) gQ p+g+v+ ] (3.9a)
This paper carries out a trinucleon bound-state calculation only, thus, the required three-baryon available energy z is
always smaller than 3m~. As a consequence, the single-baryon available energy in the efFective mass and width of the
b, isobar according to Eq. (3.9a) is with z —2m~ —»)&/m~ —g, /4m~ ( m~ ( m~ + m . The width I'&(z~, k~)
therefore does not contribute to the effective three-baryon resolvent (2.5), which in the Hilbert sector 'R~ takes the
form
P ~(p~ —» ~) ~(v~ —v~)
, (p&V&v/ ~ap (z)~» ~q~v~), = ~V~ 1/~I + V~
2 2 - —1 (3.9b)
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for the considered available energies z and for the basis states Ip&q&v~)1 of Eq. (3.4).
The trinucleon bound-state calculation requires the operators in the Hilbert sector 'R~ also in the basis IpNqNvN)1
of Eq. (3.6). Compared with Eq. (3.9b) the three-baryon resolvent is more complicated, since nondiagonal, in this
basis. In order to simplify calculations, we opted for an approximation which also makes 1(pNqNvN IGO (z) IpNqNv)1
diagonal in the momenta and channels of the basis states IpNqNvN)1. The approximation is best seen in the quantity
1
z —QHDQ [z —Qho(1)Q —Qho(2)Q] —Qho(3)Q —Qho(~)Q
1 Qh1(3)P~ I»qN~N)1
z —2mN —,""' —,""' —,. — Qho(3)Q+ Qho(~)Q —,
(3.10)1 Qh1 (3)P4 IpN qN +N) 1
The Z isobar carries the baryon label 3. The baryon kinetic energy operator kN21/2mN + kN22/2mN +
k&2/2mo& without rest masses is rewritten in terms of the Jacobi momenta (pNqN) of Eq. (3.5), whereas
Qho(3)Q+ Qho(vr)Q —k&2/2mo& is approximated in the last step of Eq. (3.10) by the pion-nucleon relative ki-
netic energy Qho, (3)Q including rest masses. According to Eq. (3.8c) Qho(3)Q+ Qho(vr)Q has a c.m. contribution
haig (mst + sy'ms + ns) with ha not being a function of the magnitudes tsw and gts of the Jacobt moments only,
but also of the angle between them; the c.m. dependence couples partial waves v~ in a nontrivial way. Once that c.m.
contribution is accounted for by k&/2m& with sufficient accuracy, the basis states IpNqNvN)1 become true eigenstates
of the single-baryon part Hs + 8Ho(z) in the efFective Hamiltonian, i.e. ,
(3.1la)
pN(1 1) qN( 1 1&Pa [Ho + ~H0(z)1 PalpNqN1'N)1 = 21nN + I + o I + , +2 imN m, ~) 2 (m, N+m~ mN)
p2N( 1 1 i qN2(11
+M~
I
z —2mN — N
I
+ 0 +2 (mN m&) 2 imN + m& mN)
i p~2 t' 1 1
——I & I z —2mN — I +.2 2 II m~ m~
q„'N
, + I o I IpNqN~N)12 (mN + m~ mN)
The approximation (3.10) employs the efFective mass Mg(z~, kg) and the efFective width I'~(z~, k~) of the 6
isobar at the momentum k~ —0, though the pion-nucleon system is not at rest in a three-baryon system; the reason
is that the approximation (3.10) works with the pion-nucleon relative kinetic energy operator Qho, Q and pushes
the dependence on the moving pion-nucleon c.m. into an appropriate available energy z~. The approximation (3.10)
also assumes baryon 3 to be the 4 isobar; however, the result (3.lla) is symmetric in baryons 2 and 3 and therefore
applies to the basis state IpNqNvN)1 antisymmetrized with respect to baryons 2 and 3. Using the result (3.11a) the
efFective three-baryon resolvent (2.5) becomes diagonal also in the basis states IpNqNvN)1 of the Hilbert sector R~
and takes the form
P ~(p'N ») ~(qIv —qN—)1(PwqN1'Nl&0 (z)IPNqN1yN)1 = 2 VNVNIN ~N
( 1
x z —2mN—
2 (mN m~)
1 1
2 (mN + m~ mN+
r p' (1 i q'(
—M~
I
z —2mN— o +l 2 (mN m~) 2 (mN+m~ mN) ' (3.11b)
for the available energy z considered in the trinucleon bound state.
Due to its energy dependence, the 6 isobar self-energy correction PrhbHp(z)P~ is difFerent in a two-baryon system:
It notices the absence of the third baryon. When described by the basis states IpNvN) for particles 2 and 3 in the
basis of Eq. (3.6), it becomes
1+, I, tt )lystots't
mo~) '
f2I pN(1 1Ho+~H, '(zN~) IpN~N) = ~N+ I +, I+M»N~ —~N — I + 02 (YDN 77L~ ) 2 i 77LN ITl~ )
1 pN ( 1
——I'~ zNz —mN— 2 (mN (3.12)
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The approximation of Eq. (3.10) on the pion-nucleon c.m.
kinetic energy is used accordingly. The superscript [2] in-
dicates that the self-energy correction P~bH& (z~~)P~l2I
refers to a two-baryon c.m. system; it will be needed
for the actual realization of the employed force model in
Sec. III D.
The validity of the approximation (3.10), important for
the three-baryon resolvent (3.11b) and for the self-energy
correction (3.12) in the two-baryon system, is proven as
follows: The approximating step in Eq. (3.10) is not car-
ried out, [Qha(3)Q+ Qha(vr)Q —k~/(2m&)] is used full,
the dependence of k~ on the angle between p~ and q~
is kept; however, that angle is assumed to be fixed at val-
ues 0 or vr/2 or vr, respectively, thus, k~ again remains
effectively dependent on the magnitudes of the Jacobi
momenta pN and q~ only and does not yield any channel
coupling. Using approximation (3.10) and the three dif-
ferent approximations indicated in this paragraph in trin-
ucleon calculations, the trinucleon binding energy varies
by less than 1 keV, i.e., within the numerical accuracy;
the approximation (3.10) is henceforth considered quite
satisfactory.
C. Retarded one-pion exchange P~hHi(z)P~
The retarded one-pion exchange P~bHi(z)P~ of the
efFective baryonic Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3a) is illustrated
by process (b) of Fig. 4. It is defined in Eq. (3.2b) for the
three-baryon system. References [4,5] test the employed
force model in the two-nucleon system above pion thresh-
old. Thus, the retarded one-pion exchange P~b'Hi(z)P~
is also needed in the two-baryon c.m. system. It is differ-
ent there, since it notices the absence of the third non-
interacting nucleon. It is notationally differentiated as
P~bHi (z~~)P~ by the superscript [2]. It takes the
for m
P~hH, (zN~)P& = v (z~~), (3.13a)
NK KN( ) ) P h (k)Qj,k=2, 3jg Je Qhi(j)P~ .z~~ — Qha(2)Q+ Qha(3)Q+ Qha(~)Q —~ (3.13b)
It can be calculated in the basis
~pN v~) used in Eq. (3.12) for the corresponding 4 isobar self-energy correction
P~SH~~ j(z~~)P~ in the two-baryon system; the explicit form of its matrix elements is given in Ref. [14]. When
embedding the retarded one-pion exchange into a three-baryon system, the approximation m~ + gm + k2 m&
is used as in Eq. (3.10) for the total mass of the interacting pion-nucleon system. Its relation to the same process in
the two-nucleon system can then be given, i.e. ,
i(pN'VN~NlP~bHi(z)P~lu&'VN~N)l = b(~N QN)
2 (3.14)
The three-baryon basis
~pivqivviv)i of Eq. (3.5) is the
appropriate one for a nucleon-4 interaction in a three-
baryon system. We note that the energy dependence
in the retarded one-pion exchange P~bHi(z)P~ has a
precise meaning and changes the retarded interaction in
a controlled way depending on the many-baryon system
into which it is embedded.
D. Parametrimation of the interaction Hamiltonian
The interaction Hamiltonian is the force model of
Fig. 2 with active pion and 4 isobar degrees of freedom.
Those degrees of &eedom only become active in isospin-
triplet partial waves; in isospin-singlet partial waves the
interaction is purely nucleonic and represented solely by
process (a) of Fig. 2. In this paper it is a,ssumed that the
interaction Hamiltonian Hq vanishes in the pionic sector,
i.e., QHiQ = 0. In general, that is a physically severe
assumption, employed already in Ref. [4]: e.g. , in the
presence of a pion two nucleons cannot be bound; thus,
all pion-deuteron processes are not described internally
consistent under such an assumption.
Two distinct parametrizations, labeled by H(l) and
S(1) in the tables and the results section, are cho-
sen for the baryonic interaction, which differ by their
forms of the pion- and rho-exchange transition poten-
tial P~HqPN. The parametrization with the transition
potential of Ref. [10] used there for the force model is la-
beled H here, since it is based on rather hard form factors,
whereas that with the transition potential of Refs. [4,5]
based on rather soft form factors is labeled by S.
The instantaneous nucleon-L potential P~H~P~ is
that of Refs. [4,18]; its exchange part illustrated in
Fig. 2(c) is based on pion and rho exchanges; only half
of the full pion exchange is kept in P~HqP~, since the
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other half, denoted. by zmR in Table I, is generated ex-
plicitly by the force model as P~bHi(z)P~ in a retarded
fashion according to Eq. (3.14); the subscript R in the
notation 2vrR indicates its retardation. The unretarded
half of the pion exchange, kept in P~Hj P~, is identified
with the on-shell form v (z~~.„) of Eq. (3.13a)
as in Refs. [14,4]; it is denoted by &ms in Table I, the
subscript S in the notation 2ms indicates that it is unre-
tarded, but based on the soft form factors of the retarded
pion-exchange P~hHi(z)P~.
In contrast to Refs. [4,5] the nucleonic part of the in-
teraction is chosen as
PN II1PN —VNN PN IIXPb
2m~ —P~ Ho + 8Hp (2miv) + Hi + 8Hi (2m~) Pg
(3.i5)
The choice (3.15) yields exact phase equivalence at zero
kinetic energy and approximate phase equivalence at low
kinetic energies between the full force model and a real-
istic, but purely nucleonic reference potential VNN. The
Paris potential [19] is chosen as reference potential Viv~.
That reference potential is employed in all isospin-singlet
partial waves. The choice (3.15) is a conceptual improve-
ment compared to Ref. [4]. The improved phase equiva-
lence is documented in Ref. [20] which also demonstrates
that improvement is quantitatively irrelevant for observ-
ables of the two-nucleon system above pion threshold.
E. Solution of trinueleon equations
The Faddeev equations (3.1) are solved in momentum
space using the technical apparatus of Refs. [10,13]. The
I
two-baryon interaction is assumed to act in all partial
waves up to total pair angular momentum I = 2. 18
purely nucleonic Faddeev amplitudes P~IQ, ) arise in the
partial-wave decomposition deGned by the Jacobi coor-
dinates and discrete quantum numbers of Fig. 5; in ad-
dition, 14 Faddeev amplitudes P~lg, ) with a single 4
isobar in the pair and one with the 4 isobar as spectator
are taken into account as in Refs. [10,13]. The employed
discretization of Eqs. (3.1) is the one of Ref. [13]. The
triton binding energy E~, and the baryonic components
P[@~) of the wave function according to Eq. (2.9b), are
obtained from such a calculation for the force model de-
fined in Sec. IIID. The pionic component Q[@~) of the
wave function can in principle be gotten from the bary-
onic ones P[@~) by Eq. (2.3b); however, this paper only
computes its weight (4~[QI@~) in the trinucleon wave
function according to
(+~IQI~~) = (~~IP~HiQ
p
Hp(z) + bHi(z)] P( 8'(
~z) z=Eg (3.
i6a)
( ol
(@~lQI@~)= 3) p~&p~q~dq~(@a[»~«i'~)i I —
~z~) z~ —ET+m~ — —4
+~) jPN~PNPN~PNVNdVN(@BIPNqN+N)~
v'v
x
I
—
I (p~~~[~ (ziv~)[p~~~) i(»~qrv~rvl@~)BzND J e 2z~~ —Zp+2mz —~ 1 + 1rn
~ + rn ~
(3.16b)
TABLE I. Employed force models with A isobar and pion degrees of freedom.
H(1)
H(2)
H(3)
H(4)
S(1)
S(2)
S(3)
s(4)
Bare A mass
ma (MeV)
1315
1290
1232
1232
1315
1290
1232
1232
Effective A mass
Ma(z~, ka)
0fA +
0
mQ
0fA
~
Ma(za, ka)
0
mQ
mQ
0fA +
P~ Hg P~
H [10]
H[io]
H [10]
H [io]
S [4]
s [4]
s [4]
s [41
Pa [Hi + 8Hi(z)]Pa
n Exchange, Fig. 2(c)
1
~DR + —7lg1
jt g
&H
1
~DR + 1
1l g
[4]
[4]
[4]
[is]
[4]
I:4]
[is]
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F. Comparison with coupled-channel calculations
The force model of this paper, defined in Fig. 2 and em-
ployed in the calculation of the trinucleon bound state, is
used in two parametrizations as Sec. IIID describes. In
the force model, the bare L isobar is dynamically cou-
pled to pion-nucleon states and builds up, by that cou-
pling, the physical P33 resonance in the nuclear medium.
We say the force model is based on a dynamic A iso-
bar. The calculation of that full force model is com-
pared with coupled-channel calculations of the trinucleon
bound state in which the 4 isobar does not couple to
pion-nucleon states, keeps a fixed mass m& without any
pionic correction, i.e. , P~bH0(z)Pn = 0, and interacts
with a nucleon only through unretarded potentials, i.e.,
P~bHq(z)P~ = 0. In those coupled-channel calcula-
tions QHqP~ = P~HqQ = 0, thus, the trinucleon bound
state does not have any pionic components either, i.e.,
Q~4'~) = 0. We say those coupled-channel variants
of the full force model are based on a stable 4 isobar.
The technical apparatus which this paper borrows from
Refs. [10,13] was originally designed for those coupled-
channel calculations.
The aim of this paper is to find the validity of coupled-
channel approximations to the full force model. This is
the reason why various choices for the stable 4 isobar
mass m& and for the instantaneous pion exchange be-
tween the 4 isobar and a nucleon are tried out. The
various choices are listed in Table I and are described—
together with the trinucleon results —in Sec. IV.
IV. RESULTS
Calculations of the form which Refs. [4,5] and this pa-
per report on have three physics objectives in mind: 1.
The full force model of Fig. 2 should be tuned in the
two-nucleon system above pion threshold. In particular,
that tuning process should fix the strength and shape of
the two-baryon transition potential P~HqP~ from two-
nucleon to nucleon-L states and of the nucleon-4 po-
tential P~HqP~, potentials on which one lacks detailed
information otherwise. 2. The calculation of the trinu-
cleon bound state should determine the amount of three-
nucleon force arising from the explicit excitation of a 4
isobar and from the explicit production of a pion in the
trinucleon bound state. 3. The conditions under which
the simpler coupled-channel calculations for the trinu-
cleon bound state approximate the results of the full force
model with a dynamic A resonance are to be found. This
paper follows that ambitious program, though it is un-
able to carry it through to full satisfaction. It uses two
versions of the force model of Fig. 2 with the approxima-
tion QHqQ = 0. That approximation is an inconsequen-
tial one for the trinucleon bound state, as the results will
prove, but a fatal one, if serious tuning of the force model
to all observables in the two-nucleon system above pion
threshold were attempted.
The version S based on soft form factors in the transi-
tion potential is tested for many observables of the two-
nucleon system above pion threshold and its successes
and failures are well documented in Refs. [4,5]; version S
is a moderatly realistic force model. In contrast, version
H based on hard form factors in the transition poten-
tial has not been tested yet; its realistic nature above
pion threshold is doubtful; version H is used in this pa-
per, since the original coupled-channel calculations [9,10]
for the trinucleon bound state were based on its tran-
sition potential. Thus, item (1) of the program list is
not carried out with any satisfaction. The two versions
are labeled H(1) and S(1) in Table I which summarizes
their defining properties and in Table II which collects
their predictions for the triton binding energy ET, for the
effective two-nucleon and three-nucleon contributions of
the L isobar and the pion to the binding, i.e. , LE2 and
ZLE3 according to the technique of Ref. [10], and for the
nucleonic, 4 isobar, and pionic probabilites in the triton
bound state, i.e., Pg, P~, and P . The eH'ect of the ex-
plicit 4 isobar and pion degrees of &eedom on the tri-
nucleon bound state properties are for the chosen ver-
sions of the full force model well isolated. Thus, item (2)
of the program list is carried out.
The results derived from the full force models H(1)
and S(1) are compared with those of corresponding stan-
dard coupled-channel calculations without explicit pion
degrees of freedom. In those coupled-channel calculations
TABLE II. Results for some trinucleon bound-state properties. The computed binding energies are correct within 10 keV
only. Thus, the last digit in rows Ez. , AE2, and AE3 of this table are not significant on an absolute scale. The last digit is,
however, significant for relative changes, and this is the reason why it is quoted —against our practice in other papers. The
nucleonic probabilities Pg in the wave function are split up according to total orbital angular momentum l: and for 2 = 0 also
according to the symmetry properties of the orbital wave function components in the standard way.
ET (MeV)
b,Eg (MeV)
AEs (MeV)
&s (%%uo)
&s (%)
PI (%)
Po (%%uo)
&& (%)
P (%)
Paris
-7.381
90.13
1.40
0.06
8.41
II(1)
-7.849
0.456
-0.924
88.23
1.24
0.08
8.68
1.71
0.06
II(2)
-7.866
0.425
-0.910
88.35
1.23
0.08
8.69
1.64
H(3)
-7.885
0.494
-0.998
88.06
1.23
0.09
8.70
1.93
H(4)
-7.912
0.460
-0.991
88.20
1.22
0.08
8.71
1.79
S(1)
-7.627
0.248
-0.494
89.05
1.31
0.08
8.61
0.92
0.04
S(2)
-7.636
0.227
-0.482
89.13
1.31
0.08
8.61
0.87
S(3)
-7.643
0.272
-0.534
88.95
1.30
0.08
8.62
1.05
S(4)
-7.667
0.258
-0.544
89.00
1.30
0.08
8.63
1.00
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the effective A mass M~(z~, k~) is taken to be constant
and is equated to a stable mass m&, its standard value
being 1232 MeV, the resonance position in P33 pion-
nucleon scattering. Furthermore, the pionic nucleon-L
exchange potential becomes instantaneous. In the stan-
dard coupled-channel calculation of Ref. [18] that pio-
nic contribution is used in a local form with hard form
factors, denoted by vrII in Table I. The two standard
coupled-channel force models are labeled H(4) and S(4),
H(4) is identical with the force model A3 of Ref. [18].
Table I summarizes the defining properties of the full
force model in the parametrizations H(1) and S(1) and
three coupled-channel variants of the full force model,
i.e., H(2), H(3), H(4) and S(2), S(3), S(4); the vari-
ants (2) and (3) interpolate between the full force models
(1) and the standard coupled-channel models (4): Vari-
ant (2) works with a mass of 1290 MeV for the stable4 isobar which is larger than the resonance value 1232
MeV; the effective A mass M~(z~, k~) is documented in
Ref. [2], it is not shown again in this paper; in bound-
state problems the available energy z~ of the effective A
mass is smaller than m~ according to Sec. III B and then
the efFective 4 mass becomes larger than its resonance
value 1232 MeV and approaches the bare mass of 1315
MeV; thus, the value of 1290 MeV chosen as stable 4
mass in variant (2) should approximate the effective A
mass M~ (z~, k~) rather well; variant (2) also works with
the instantaneous limit mrs for the pion-exchange nucleon-
A potential; variant (2) should reproduce the results of
the full force models H(l) and S(1) best. Variant (3)
works with a stable L isobar mass of 1232 MeV, the
resonance value, but preserves mrs for the pion-exchange
nucleon-4 potential. Table II summarizes the respective
trinucleon results. It is also worth noticing at this point
that in models (1), based on a dynamic A isobar, from
the two contributions to the pionic probability in Eq.
(3.16), the self-energy contribution 8Ho dominates over
the retardation term bHq, which is found to be one order
of magnitude lower.
The main result of this paper —in answer to item (3) of
the program list —is the following: The trinucleon prop-
erties derived from the full force model, defined in Fig. 2
and parametrized in Sec. IIID as H(1) and S(1), are
well approximated by those of the corresponding stan-
dard coupled-channel models H(4) and S(4) with a sta-
ble L isobar. The standard coupled-channel models ac-
count for all corrections of trinucleon properties due to
the explicit 4 isobar and pion degrees of freedom within
90Fo. The quality of the approximation can be read of
from Table II where also the results of the Paris po-
tential, the purely nucleonic reference potential for all
considered force models, are listed. The quality of the
approximation even improves when the parametrization
of the coupled-channel model is better tuned to the full
force model as, for example, in variant (2). On the other
hand, the fact that the standard coupled-channel models
H(4) and S(4) approximate some trinucleon properties
of their corresponding full force models even more suc-
cessfully than their seemingly better tuned variants (3)
appears to be accidental.
As expected, the force model H(1) based on hard form
factors in the transition potential P~HqP~ to nucleon-
A states yields larger probabilities P~ and P for the A
isobar and the pion in the trinucleon bound state than
the force model S(1) does with its softer form factors.
In both cases, however, the probability P of the pionic
components in the wave function is extremely small; thus,
the simplifying approximation QH&Q = 0 which neglects
all interactions in the pionic sector 'R of the Hilbert
space is well justified.
V. CONCLUSIONS
For the erst time, this paper carries out the concep-
tual idea underlying the previous coupled-channel calcu-
lations of Refs. [9,10,18]:
A contribution to the three-nucleon force arises from
the mechanism for pion production and pion absorption;
that mechanism is seen in the two-nucleon system above
threshold. This paper makes the step from two-nucleon
reactions without and with a pion to trinucleon proper-
ties and isolates eBects related to the explicit 4 isobar
and pion degrees of freedom.
Furthermore, this paper justifies the general use of
coupled-channel calculations with stable A isobars and
indicates ways for improving their simulations of the full
force model.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE
EFFECTIVE SINGULAR THREE-BARYON
FORCE ARISING FROM PROCESSES OF THE
TYPE PIG. 4(e)
The process of Fig. 4(e) is redrawn in Fig. 8; a char-
acteristic process of higher order in potentials is also
shown there. Characteristic for both processes is that
they are unlinked in a particular way: The two nucle-
ons unconnected with the 4 isobar can interact up to
infinite order of the two-nucleon potential; the nucleon
produced by the decay of the L isobar interacts with the
simultaneously created pion also up to infinite order in
the pion-nucleon potential; however, it does not interact
with either of the other two nucleons. The processes of
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FIGo .. 9. The three contributions of first order in the
nonresonant pion-nucleon transition matrix to the efFective
three-nucleon force, calculated in this appendix. The shaded
boxes denote nucleon-nucleon and pion-nucleon transition
matrices, they can be difFerentiated by their external legs.
FIG. 8. Characteristic contributions to the efFective
three-nucleon force of the type to be calculated in this ap-
pendix. The process of Fig. 4(e) is redrawn; a character-
istic process of higher order in the potentials, i.e. , of third
order in the two-nucleon potential and of second order in the
pion-nucleon potential, is also shown.
Fig. 8 depend on the coordinates of all three baryons.
They therefore yield irreducible contributions to the ef-
fective three-baryon force. However, due to that par-
ticlar disconnectedness those contributions are singular
in the same way as a two-baryon interaction is singular
in a three-baryon Hilbert space. The disconnectedness
problem, which the processes of Fig. 4(e) yields resem-
bles the one encountered in two-nucleon scattering within
the framework of nNN dynamics by Ref. [21]. This pa-
per chooses QHqq = 0, thus, that singular three-baryon
I
force does not arise in the actual calculation. Never-
theless, its functional form is given in this appendix for
conceptual completeness.
The interaction QHqq in the Hilbert sector 'R with
a pion is decomposed as follows, i.e. ,
qH q ) N +) N (A1)
In the two-nucleon potential v, the subscript i de-
notes the spectating nucleon, in the pion-nucleon poten-
tial v,. the subscript i denotes the nucleon interacting
with the pion. All potentials in the interaction QHqq
are instantaneous. Processes up to infinite order in the
potentials contribute; the potentials are resummed into
transition matrices, i.e. ,
4m~ )
1NN
z —ho(&) —ho(oz) —'""',+"„"' —(ho I2) + ho(&)—
4m~ )
(k~2+~~3)'
4m~
(A2a)
t, [z —hp(2) —hp(3)] = vi 1+ ti [z —hp(2) —hp(3)] (A2b)
The two-nucleon transition matrix tz is defined in
the c.m. system of nucleons 2 and 3; in Eq. (A2a) the
pion-nucleon kinetic energy will be approximately split
in the form hp(1) + hp(7r) = hp~, (1)+ k&2 j2m& as in the
context of Eq. (3.10). In contrast the pion-nucleon tran-
sition matrix tz is defined for a moving pion-nucleon
system as for the transition matrix in Eq. (3.7); however
difFerent symbols are used for the pion-nucleon transition
matrices of Eqs. (A2b) and (3.7), since their dynamic
content is different.
According to Eq. (2.9a) only the part Wq of the con-
sidered three-baryon force is needed for determining the
Faddeev amplitude P~Qq); that part is calculated in the
chosen basis of the Hilbert sector Q~. However, the ma-
trix elements q(p&q&v& ~Wq(z) ~p~q~v~)q and the nondi-
agonal matrix elements q(p~q~v~Wq(z) ~p~q~v~) q are
identically zero, only the matrix elements for the basis
states
~p~q~v~) q are nonzero and have to be computed.
The operator Wq of the considered three-baryon force is
build up by simpler quantities, i.e., the two-nucleon and
pion-nucleon transition matrizes tz and t j . Those
transition matrices act in the Hilbert sector Q, they
do not act on the three-baryon basis states ~p~q~v~) q,
but these outside basis states simplify those transition
matrices inside R'q by allowing the replacement of some
operators through their corresponding eigenvalues, e.g. ,
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tP"
~
~
—h.o(1) —ho(~)— (kmz + k~s) q~ (I " lp«»~) =« —ho, . (1) — I + . I " lp~q~»)i,4m~ ) 2 (2m+ m~ )
(A3a)
t, [z —ho(2) —~o(3)1.. /pr qr &~h = & I z —2m' — — qa I ' 'Ip~q~~~&~ .AN x f g, q~m~ 4m&' )
The ellipses in both equations indicate that the transition matrices do not act directly on the basis states
~p~q~v~) q.
Both transition matrices remain operators with respect to the relative pion-nucleon motion.
The pion-nucleon transition matrix t of Eq. (A3b) sums up the nonresonant part of the pion-nucleon interaction
in the P33 partial wave. The nonresonant part is weak. Thus, only contributions of erst order in the pion-nucleon
transition matrix t are considered. The three arising contributions are shown in Fig. 9. They have the following
analytic form:
I I / ~(q~ —q~)
~(&~q~&~IWilp~q~~~)i =, f-
x p&v& t z—
2
+ —h, 0 1 p~v~
1
z —2m~ —" ——' ' + '. —h ~(1)m~ 2 2m~ m& 0 rel
p~ g~ 1 1xt z —2m~- + 0 )V~2 2m+ mgmQ
1
X //2 2
~
—2m
2(" "I&" — + . —ho,. (1) I )2m~ m~
".-':(,'. '.)-+t z —2m~-7rN
1
I2 2
~
—2m N mm 2 2m1v mo~ ' 0 rel
1
z —2m —"——' ' + ', —h."(I)m~ 2 2m~ m& 0 rel
7rN p~ g~ 1 1xt z —2m~- + 0 )V~m+ 2 2m+ mg
2
+): p&'dp'r', (p&~&l&"" z — +, —ho"...(I) l lp~~~)
V~
2
«(» ~glVlV ~d (2m pj
X
z 2m' P~m~
+ —h0 1 p~v~
mQ
1
2 2m
(A4)
The 6 function b(q~ —q~)/q&z yields the singular structure of the three-baryon force W, (z).
In calculations with QHzQ g 0 the effective three-baryon force W;(z) arises and has the discussed singular part of
Eq. (A4). That singular part has to be combined with the two-baryon interaction v, (z) of same singularity structure.
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